Access your data. Aywhere.
Remote and mobile working patterns require simple and immediate access
to corporate information and resources to stay productive everywhere.
In a single day, the same person might connect in the office, at home, at a
client site or anywhere in between using a variety of devices. The challenge
lies not so much in using the latest smartphones and connectivity options
– and there are plenty to choose from – but in how to adopt them most
sensibly into your organisation, keeping your security levels high and costs
low as part of an your overall device management strategy.

With the collective strength of four leading mobile
operators, FreeMove provides a seamless, end-to-end
remote access solution. Access to your corporate
applications comes with global coverage home or abroad,
reliable connections irrespective of location and network,
and more efficient management via online reporting tools.
FreeMove Remote Access is specifically designed for
multinational companies with centralised procurement
processes, providing not just an improved mobile
experience for your employees, but also increased visibility
and control across your entire mobile fleet and footprint.
Unlock the full potential of remote or mobile
working while keeping your mobile strategy on track.

What is FreeMove Remote Access?
This seamless, end-to-end remote access solution
gives you instant access to your corporate network
and applications from over 117 countries and
675,000 hotspots worldwide.
FreeMove Remote Access provides:
Connectivity
• One unique lightweight software client for your
devices across your fleet
• A full range of connectivity options: public and
private Wi-Fi, mobile, broadband and dial-up with
no configuration necessary
• Automatic pre-selection of recommended
networks, based on cost, performance and security
• Ability and recommendations to switch to
commercial or free Wi-Fi to avoid paying 3G rates
when travelling internationally
• One click connection to a broad range of options
• User authentication based on login/password to
authorise users, whether they are business partners
home workers or travellers
Reporting
Our reporting mechanisms provide increased visibility
via a central web portal for configuration and ongoing
management across your entire fleet.
This includes consolidated reporting, breakdown of
roaming usage by country as well as over and underused devices and subscriptions, customisable trend
and status reports and a real-time alerts system.

Control
You’ll gain a better level of control over network access
and application use for your laptops, tablets and handheld
devices.This makes it easier to enforce cost and compliance
policies and measures as part of your central mobile strategy.

What does this mean for you?
In a world where work is what you do not where you
are, FreeMove Remote Access takes away the hassle of
staying connected when your people are out of the office.
• Increase productivity and work efficiency by helping
your people communicate, collaborate and access
information whenever and wherever they are
• Improve your IT department’s ability to manage and
control connectivity on devices across your enterprise
• Keep things simple with the software, access
network, VPN connection, authentication and
interconnection you need to your corporate
network all managed through one solution
With the FreeMove alliance, you can trust in a single,
strategic advisor who can oversee your local and
global requirements and make sure they are met.

The FreeMove alliance
FreeMove is the world’s leading mobile
telecommunications alliance, working to help
multinational companies streamline the management
of their mobile services. Formed in 2003, the alliance
combines the capabilities of Orange, Telecom Italia,
Deutsche Telekom and TeliaSonera along with their
strategic partners. FreeMove provides seamless
international mobile services, harmonised commercial
arrangements, dedicated account support and
telecom expense management. This global coverage
and local support means companies around the
world can manage their mobile fleet more efficiently
through the Power of Alliance.
www.freemovealliance.com

